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TEXT

LOGISTICS

▸ Homework due tonight and Thursday 

▸ Should be able to do after reading textbook - go to TA/CP office hours 

▸ Do the lab 

▸ Go to lab on Friday to demo 

▸ Or check off early



TEXT

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

▸ Understand representations 

▸ Understand types 

▸ Understand basic pieces of C++ program 

▸ Statements, expressions, variables, function calls



TEXT

WHY 0/1
▸ Digital computer memory holds binary numbers 

▸ Binary = two values 

▸ Why? 

▸ Fundamental Unit = digital transistor = switch = on or off 

▸ 0 and 1 are (arbitrary, but mathematically convenient) values 



TEXT

KINDS OF INFORMATION

▸ Non-authoritative list 

▸ Numbers 

▸ Text 

▸ Sound 

▸ Images/Video



TEXT

KINDS OF INFORMATION

▸ All very different 

▸ Computer can only store 1/0’s 

▸ So we define a representation



TEXT

REPRESENTATION

▸ Representation 

▸ Definition (or mapping) from digital data to values (actual information)



TEXT

INTERPRET THIS

▸ 01000001 

▸ 8-bit binary number. 

▸ What does it mean? 

▸ Representing an integer = 65 (base 10) 

▸ Representing a real number = 8.5 (floating point system) 

▸ Representing a character = ‘A’ (ASCII System)



TEXT

REPRESENTATION (REVISITED)

▸ ‘value’ (information) = bits (1/0’s) + representation



TEXT

NUMBER THEORY BACKGROUND

▸ Humans use base 10 

▸ Why?



TEXT

ANATOMY OF A BASE 10 NUMBER

▸ Each digit = place value 

▸ Position = implied power of 10

357.81
Digit

positions

value = 3*102 + 5*101 + 7*100 + 8*10-1 + 1*10-2



TEXT

ANATOMY OF A BASE 2 NUMBER

▸ Each digit = place value 

▸ Position = implied power of 2

1001.01
Digit

positions

value = 1*23 + 0*22 + 0*21 +1*20 + 0*2-1+1*2-2



TEXT

REPRESENTATION SIZE

▸ How many things can a binary number represent? 

▸ How many unique states are there? 

▸ Example is usually integer numbers, but remember could be anything 

▸ Given a n digit number of base r, how many unique things can be identified? 

▸ rn



TEXT

REPRESENTATION SIZE

▸ 2 digit base 10 numbers?                 ____  ____ 

▸ 3-digit base 10?                                  ____ ____ ____ 

▸ 4-bit binary number?                         ____ ____ ____ ____ 

▸ 6-bit binary number?                        ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____  

0-9 0-9

0-9 0-9 0-9

0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1

0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1



TEXT

REPRESENTATION SIZE

▸ 2 digit base 10 numbers?                 ____  ____               Answer: 00-99 = 100 

▸ 3-digit base 10?                                  ____ ____ ____      Answer: 000-999 = 1000 

▸ 4-bit binary number?                         ____ ____ ____ ____   Answer: 0000-1111 = 16 

▸ 6-bit binary number?                        ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____  A: 000000-111111 = 64

0-9 0-9

0-9 0-9 0-9

0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1

0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1



TEXT

POWERS OF TWO

▸ You should memorize these 

▸ It’s super useful

n 2n

0 1
1 2
2 4
3 8
4 16
5 32
6 64
7 128
8 256
9 512

10 1024
11 2048
12 4096



TEXT

REPRESENTATIONS IN C++

▸ In C++ a representation is called a type 

▸ Agreement between the programmer and compiler on what the binary 
numbers mean (the information)



TEXT

REPRESENTATION #1: INTEGERS

▸ What is an integer? 

▸ Properties? 

▸ Signed vs. unsigned



TEXT

INTERGERS IN C++

▸ Two properties of integer types: 

▸ Width (number of bits) 

▸ Signed vs. unsigned



TEXT

UNSIGNED INTEGERS

▸ Bits represent zero and positive integers

Width Name Unique 
Values Range

8
unsigned 

char 256 0→255

16 unsigned 
short 65536 0→65535

32 unsigned 
int

232 ~ 4B 0→ 232-1

64
unsigned 

long
2^64 ~ 

1.6x1019 0→ 264-1



TEXT

SIGNED INTEGERS

▸ Bits represent negative and positive integers

Width Name Unique 
Values Range

8 char 256 -128→127

16 short 65536 -32768→32767

32 int 232 ~ 4B -2B → +2B

64 long
2^64 ~ 

1.6x1019 -8x1018→ 8*1018



TEXT

COMPARING UNSIGNED VS. SIGNED

Width Name
Unique 
Values Range

8 char 256 -128→127

16 short 65536 -32768→32767

32 int 232 ~ 4B -2B → +2B

64 long 2^64 ~ 
1.6x1019 -8x1018→ 8*1018

Width Name Unique 
Values Range

8 unsigned 
char 256 0→255

16 unsigned 
short 65536 0→65535

32 unsigned 
int 232 ~ 4B 0→ 232-1

64 unsigned 
long

2^64 ~ 
1.6x1019 0→ 264-1

These three columns are the same



TEXT

REPRESENTATION #2: FLOATING POINT

▸ What about “real” numbers (fractions) 

▸ Think about scientific notation 

▸ 6.03 x 1023
 

▸ 6.6254 x 10-27 

▸ Decimal: ±D.DDD x 10±exp 

▸ Binary: ±B.BBB x 2±exp 



TEXT

FLOATING POINT TYPES IN C++

▸ Bits represent a floating point number 

▸ Notice it might be an approximation to a “real-world” number

Name Width Range

float 32 ±7 digits x 
10±38

double 64 ±16 digits x 
10±308



TEXT

REPRESENTATION ASIDE: HEXADECIMAL NOTATION

▸ Binary numbers get long fast: 

▸ 32-bits: 1110 1101 0101 0101 0111 0100 1010 1001 

▸ CS people came up with short-cut: hexadecimal notation 

▸ 16 symbols: 0 - F 

▸ Often grouped in pair: 0xED 0x55 0x74 0xA9 

▸ Pair = 8 bits = 1 byte = smallest addressable memory size

Digit Binary
0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001
A 1010
B 1011
C 1100
D 1101
E 1110
F 1111

1110 1101 0101 0101 0111 0100 1010 1001
E D 5 5 7 4 A 9



TEXT

NEXT TYPE: TEXT

▸ Bits represent text characters 

▸ ASCII (defacto-standard) 

▸ 8 bits 

▸ How many characters? 

▸ Unicode (modern standard) 

▸ 16-bits 

▸ How many characters?



TEXT

ASCII TEXT REPRESENTATION 1/11/17, 8'36 PM

Page 1 of 1file:///Users/goodney/Desktop/ASCII-Table-wide.svg

Decimal Hex Char Decimal Hex Char Decimal Hex Char Decimal Hex Char



TEXT

ASCII IN C++

▸ Use ‘unsigned char’ or ‘char’ type to hold one character 

▸ ‘H’ = 0x48 ‘e’ = 0x65 ‘l’ = 0x6C ‘l’ = 0x6C ‘o’ = 0x6F 

▸ Strings = “Hello” 

▸ C-strings = arrays of chars 

▸ C++ strings = type (more on these later) 

▸ cout << “Hello\n”; 

▸ prints out Hello and then a ‘new-line’ (moves cursor left and down) 

▸ Other unprintables: tab ‘\t’



TEXT

ASCII VS. UNICODE

▸ ASCII originally 7-bit: 0-9, A-Z,a-z + some other common characters 

▸ Extended ASCII 8-bit: a few international characters 

▸ Unicode: 16 bits, enough for most languages 

▸ We won’t worry about Unicode in this class



TEXT

TYPES REVIEW

▸ Everything in C++ has a type: int, char, double… 

▸ Amount of memory per one item of a particular type depends on the type 

▸ int = 32 bits = 4 bytes 

▸ double = 64 bits = 8 bytes 

▸ char = 8 bits = 1 byte



TEXT

BASIC PIECES OF A C++ PROGRAM

▸ Statements 

▸ Constants 

▸ Variables 

▸ Expressions



TEXT

STATEMENTS

▸ Essentially the basic building block. 

▸ Tells the compiler one thing to do: 

▸ Declare a variable 

▸ Do some math 

▸ Move some data



TEXT

STATEMENTS

▸ End in a semi-colon 

▸ Example: 

▸ this program has 3 statements 

▸ actually 4…

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int x = 10; 

int y; 

y = x/2; 

}



TEXT

CONSTANTS

▸ Things (numbers, strings, etc.) that you put in your code 

▸ Have types 

▸ integers, floating point, characters 

▸ Example 

▸ Usually used to initialize variables

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int x = 10; 

float y = 12.5F; 

char *str = “Hello!”; 

bool cond = true; //also false 

}



TEXT

VARIABLES

▸ A program needs to operate on data (information) to do it’s job 

▸ Us humans need easy ways to refer to/identify/remember what something is 

▸ We create variables (of a particular type) to hold information 

▸ We give them names 

▸ x, i, first_name, high_score 

▸ *PROGRAMMER* decides what variables are needed to solve the problem 

▸ Think about our recipe 

▸ Compiler sets aside the right amount of memory for you, lets you use easy to remember 
name to refer back to the information



TEXT

C++ VARIABLES

▸ C++ variables have 

▸ type and name (programmer chosen) 

▸ location (compiler chosen) 

▸ value (set by program operation) 

▸ Example with two variables

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int quantity = 10; 

float cost = 1.63; 

cout << quantity*cost << endl; 

}

type name value



TEXT

VARIABLE TIPS
▸ How to chose which variables you need? 

▸ Choose good names (area, x_size, y_size, first_name) 

▸ Dictated by your solution (algorithm) to the problem 

▸ Values entered at run-time 

▸ Computed values: calculate once, use many times 

▸ Ex: need (3*x2 + 4*x) several times in a program. Calculate once, assign to a variable 

▸ Desire to make code more read-able 

▸ Ex: calculating area of a rectangle. Length of one side = 3*x + y + 5*z, length of the other side = 
72*k - 32*j 

▸ s1 =  3*x + y + 5*z; s2 = 72*k - 32*j; area = s1 * s2; 

▸ or area = (3*x + y + 5*z)*(72*k - 32*j);



TEXT

VARIABLES NEEDED

▸ What variables might we need? 

▸ Calculator 

▸ TV 

▸ Tic-Tack-Toe



TEXT

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

▸ Now that we have variables (containing data), we need to compute with them

Operator Name Example

+ Addition z = x + y + 5;

- Subtraction z = x - y;

* Multiplication z = x*y;

/ Division int x = 10/3; //3 
double x = 10.0/3; //3.33

% Integer Modulus z = 17 % 5; //2

++ or — Increment or Decrement x++; y—;



TEXT

INTEGER VS. DOUBLE (FLOATING POINT) DIVISION

▸ If all operands are integer, compiler performs integer division 

▸ Examples: 

▸ 5/2 = 2; 

▸ 10/3 = 3; 

▸ 200/300 = 0; 

▸ This can trip up even veteran programmers 

▸ More in a few slides…



TEXT

OPERATOR PRECEDENCE

▸ Like PEMDAS we all learned in school 

▸ Operators at top done first 

▸ Operators at same level usually evaluated 
left-to-right 

▸ Ex: 2*-4-3+5/2; 

▸ Programming tip: 

▸ Use parens to add clarity 

▸ (2*-4)-3+(5/2);

C Reference Card (ANSI)
Program Structure/Functions
type fnc(type1, . . . ); function prototype
type name; variable declaration
int main(void) { main routine

declarations local variable declarations
statements

}
type fnc(arg1, . . . ) { function definition

declarations local variable declarations
statements

return value;
}
/* */ comments
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) main with args
exit(arg); terminate execution

C Preprocessor
include library file #include <filename>
include user file #include "filename"
replacement text #define name text

replacement macro #define name(var) text

Example. #define max(A,B) ((A)>(B) ? (A) : (B))
undefine #undef name

quoted string in replace #
Example. #define msg(A) printf("%s = %d", #A, (A))

concatenate args and rescan ##
conditional execution #if, #else, #elif, #endif
is name defined, not defined? #ifdef, #ifndef
name defined? defined(name)
line continuation char \

Data Types/Declarations
character (1 byte) char
integer int
real number (single, double precision) float, double
short (16 bit integer) short
long (32 bit integer) long
double long (64 bit integer) long long
positive or negative signed
non-negative modulo 2m unsigned
pointer to int, float,. . . int*, float*,. . .
enumeration constant enum tag {name1=value1,. . . };
constant (read-only) value type const name;
declare external variable extern
internal to source file static
local persistent between calls static
no value void
structure struct tag {. . . };
create new name for data type typedef type name;
size of an object (type is size_t) sizeof object

size of a data type (type is size_t) sizeof(type)

Initialization
initialize variable type name=value;
initialize array type name[]={value1,. . . };
initialize char string char name[]="string";

c∞ 2007 Joseph H. Silverman Permissions on back. v2.2

Constants
su±x: long, unsigned, float 65536L, -1U, 3.0F
exponential form 4.2e1
prefix: octal, hexadecimal 0, 0x or 0X

Example. 031 is 25, 0x31 is 49 decimal
character constant (char, octal, hex) 'a', '\ooo', '\xhh'
newline, cr, tab, backspace \n, \r, \t, \b
special characters \\, \?, \', \"
string constant (ends with '\0') "abc. . . de"

Pointers, Arrays & Structures
declare pointer to type type *name;
declare function returning pointer to type type *f();
declare pointer to function returning type type (*pf)();
generic pointer type void *
null pointer constant NULL
object pointed to by pointer *pointer

address of object name &name

array name[dim]
multi-dim array name[dim1][dim2]. . .
Structures

struct tag { structure template
declarations declaration of members

};

create structure struct tag name

member of structure from template name.member

member of pointed-to structure pointer -> member

Example. (*p).x and p->x are the same
single object, multiple possible types union
bit field with b bits unsigned member: b;

Operators (grouped by precedence)
struct member operator name.member

struct member through pointer pointer->member

increment, decrement ++, --
plus, minus, logical not, bitwise not +, -, !, ~
indirection via pointer, address of object *pointer, &name

cast expression to type (type) expr

size of an object sizeof

multiply, divide, modulus (remainder) *, /, %

add, subtract +, -

left, right shift [bit ops] <<, >>

relational comparisons >, >=, <, <=

equality comparisons ==, !=

and [bit op] &

exclusive or [bit op] ^

or (inclusive) [bit op] |

logical and &&

logical or ||

conditional expression expr1 ? expr2 : expr3

assignment operators +=, -=, *=, . . .

expression evaluation separator ,

Unary operators, conditional expression and assignment oper-
ators group right to left; all others group left to right.

Flow of Control
statement terminator ;
block delimiters { }
exit from switch, while, do, for break;
next iteration of while, do, for continue;
go to goto label;
label label: statement
return value from function return expr

Flow Constructions
if statement if (expr1) statement1

else if (expr2) statement2
else statement3

while statement while (expr)
statement

for statement for (expr1; expr2; expr3)
statement

do statement do statement

while(expr);

switch statement switch (expr) {
case const1: statement1 break;
case const2: statement2 break;
default: statement

}

ANSI Standard Libraries
<assert.h> <ctype.h> <errno.h> <float.h> <limits.h>
<locale.h> <math.h> <setjmp.h> <signal.h> <stdarg.h>
<stddef.h> <stdio.h> <stdlib.h> <string.h> <time.h>

Character Class Tests <ctype.h>

alphanumeric? isalnum(c)
alphabetic? isalpha(c)
control character? iscntrl(c)
decimal digit? isdigit(c)
printing character (not incl space)? isgraph(c)
lower case letter? islower(c)
printing character (incl space)? isprint(c)
printing char except space, letter, digit? ispunct(c)
space, formfeed, newline, cr, tab, vtab? isspace(c)
upper case letter? isupper(c)
hexadecimal digit? isxdigit(c)
convert to lower case tolower(c)
convert to upper case toupper(c)

String Operations <string.h>

s is a string; cs, ct are constant strings

length of s strlen(s)
copy ct to s strcpy(s,ct)
concatenate ct after s strcat(s,ct)
compare cs to ct strcmp(cs,ct)

only first n chars strncmp(cs,ct,n)
pointer to first c in cs strchr(cs,c)
pointer to last c in cs strrchr(cs,c)
copy n chars from ct to s memcpy(s,ct,n)
copy n chars from ct to s (may overlap) memmove(s,ct,n)
compare n chars of cs with ct memcmp(cs,ct,n)
pointer to first c in first n chars of cs memchr(cs,c,n)
put c into first n chars of s memset(s,c,n)

C Reference Card (ANSI)
Input/Output <stdio.h>

Standard I/O
standard input stream stdin
standard output stream stdout
standard error stream stderr
end of file (type is int) EOF
get a character getchar()
print a character putchar(chr)
print formatted data printf("format",arg1,. . . )
print to string s sprintf(s,"format",arg1,. . . )
read formatted data scanf("format",&name1,. . . )
read from string s sscanf(s,"format",&name1,. . . )
print string s puts(s)
File I/O
declare file pointer FILE *fp;
pointer to named file fopen("name","mode")

modes: r (read), w (write), a (append), b (binary)
get a character getc(fp)
write a character putc(chr,fp)
write to file fprintf(fp,"format",arg1,. . . )
read from file fscanf(fp,"format",arg1,. . . )
read and store n elts to *ptr fread(*ptr,eltsize,n,fp)
write n elts from *ptr to file fwrite(*ptr,eltsize,n,fp)
close file fclose(fp)
non-zero if error ferror(fp)
non-zero if already reached EOF feof(fp)
read line to string s (< max chars) fgets(s,max,fp)
write string s fputs(s,fp)
Codes for Formatted I/O: "%-+ 0w.pmc"

- left justify
+ print with sign

space print space if no sign
0 pad with leading zeros
w min field width
p precision
m conversion character:

h short, l long, L long double
c conversion character:

d,i integer u unsigned
c single char s char string
f double (printf) e,E exponential
f float (scanf) lf double (scanf)
o octal x,X hexadecimal
p pointer n number of chars written
g,G same as f or e,E depending on exponent

Variable Argument Lists <stdarg.h>

declaration of pointer to arguments va_list ap;
initialization of argument pointer va_start(ap,lastarg);

lastarg is last named parameter of the function
access next unnamed arg, update pointer va_arg(ap,type)
call before exiting function va_end(ap);

Standard Utility Functions <stdlib.h>

absolute value of int n abs(n)
absolute value of long n labs(n)
quotient and remainder of ints n,d div(n,d)

returns structure with div_t.quot and div_t.rem
quotient and remainder of longs n,d ldiv(n,d)

returns structure with ldiv_t.quot and ldiv_t.rem
pseudo-random integer [0,RAND_MAX] rand()
set random seed to n srand(n)
terminate program execution exit(status)
pass string s to system for execution system(s)
Conversions
convert string s to double atof(s)
convert string s to integer atoi(s)
convert string s to long atol(s)
convert prefix of s to double strtod(s,&endp)
convert prefix of s (base b) to long strtol(s,&endp,b)

same, but unsigned long strtoul(s,&endp,b)
Storage Allocation
allocate storage malloc(size), calloc(nobj,size)
change size of storage newptr = realloc(ptr,size);
deallocate storage free(ptr);
Array Functions
search array for key bsearch(key,array,n,size,cmpf)
sort array ascending order qsort(array,n,size,cmpf)

Time and Date Functions <time.h>

processor time used by program clock()
Example. clock()/CLOCKS_PER_SEC is time in seconds

current calendar time time()
time2-time1 in seconds (double) difftime(time2,time1)
arithmetic types representing times clock_t,time_t
structure type for calendar time comps struct tm

tm_sec seconds after minute
tm_min minutes after hour
tm_hour hours since midnight
tm_mday day of month
tm_mon months since January
tm_year years since 1900
tm_wday days since Sunday
tm_yday days since January 1
tm_isdst Daylight Savings Time flag

convert local time to calendar time mktime(tp)
convert time in tp to string asctime(tp)
convert calendar time in tp to local time ctime(tp)
convert calendar time to GMT gmtime(tp)
convert calendar time to local time localtime(tp)
format date and time info strftime(s,smax,"format",tp)

tp is a pointer to a structure of type tm

Mathematical Functions <math.h>

Arguments and returned values are double

trig functions sin(x), cos(x), tan(x)
inverse trig functions asin(x), acos(x), atan(x)
arctan(y/x) atan2(y,x)
hyperbolic trig functions sinh(x), cosh(x), tanh(x)
exponentials & logs exp(x), log(x), log10(x)
exponentials & logs (2 power) ldexp(x,n), frexp(x,&e)
division & remainder modf(x,ip), fmod(x,y)
powers pow(x,y), sqrt(x)
rounding ceil(x), floor(x), fabs(x)

Integer Type Limits <limits.h>

The numbers given in parentheses are typical values for the
constants on a 32-bit Unix system, followed by minimum re-
quired values (if significantly diÆerent).
CHAR_BIT bits in char (8)
CHAR_MAX max value of char (SCHAR_MAX or UCHAR_MAX)
CHAR_MIN min value of char (SCHAR MIN or 0)

SCHAR_MAX max signed char (+127)
SCHAR_MIN min signed char (°128)
SHRT_MAX max value of short (+32,767)
SHRT_MIN min value of short (°32,768)
INT_MAX max value of int (+2,147,483,647) (+32,767)
INT_MIN min value of int (°2,147,483,648) (°32,767)
LONG_MAX max value of long (+2,147,483,647)
LONG_MIN min value of long (°2,147,483,648)

UCHAR_MAX max unsigned char (255)
USHRT_MAX max unsigned short (65,535)
UINT_MAX max unsigned int (4,294,967,295) (65,535)

ULONG_MAX max unsigned long (4,294,967,295)

Float Type Limits <float.h>

The numbers given in parentheses are typical values for the
constants on a 32-bit Unix system.

FLT_RADIX radix of exponent rep (2)
FLT_ROUNDS floating point rounding mode
FLT_DIG decimal digits of precision (6)
FLT_EPSILON smallest x so 1.0f + x 6= 1.0f (1.1E° 7)
FLT_MANT_DIG number of digits in mantissa
FLT_MAX maximum float number (3.4E38)
FLT_MAX_EXP maximum exponent
FLT_MIN minimum float number (1.2E° 38)
FLT_MIN_EXP minimum exponent
DBL_DIG decimal digits of precision (15)
DBL_EPSILON smallest x so 1.0 + x 6= 1.0 (2.2E° 16)
DBL_MANT_DIG number of digits in mantissa
DBL_MAX max double number (1.8E308)
DBL_MAX_EXP maximum exponent
DBL_MIN min double number (2.2E° 308)
DBL_MIN_EXP minimum exponent
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TEXT

OPERATOR PRACTICE

▸ D.S. Malik, C++ Programming, 5thEd., Ch. 2–Q6:  

▸ 25/3 

▸ 20-12/4*2 

▸ 33 % 7 

▸ 3 –5 % 7 

▸ 18.0 / 4 

▸ 28 -5 / 2.0 

▸ 17 + 5 % 2 -3



TEXT

IN CLASS EXERCISES

▸ maxplus 

▸ char_arith



TEXT

CHARACTERS ARE NUMBERS - UNDERSTANDING ASCII

▸ Remember ASCII is a representation 

▸ Mapping from numbers to information 

▸ Information is characters 

▸ So we can do math with characters 

▸ ‘a’ + 1 = ‘b’ 

▸ Weird, but helpful



TEXT

COMPUTERS DO MATH, RIGHT?

▸ So, if computers do math… 

▸ What is 5 + 3/2 (as far as C++ is concerned)?



TEXT

THE ANSWER IS 6.5?

▸ or is the answer 6? 

▸ Computers love integer math - very fast 

▸ C/C++ defaults to integer math if the operands are integers 

▸ 5 + 3/2 = 6 

▸ To get 6.5 we need to use casting



TEXT

CASTING

▸ Casting explicitly tells compiler how to treat a number (or variable) 

▸ Three ways to get 6.5: 

▸ 5.0 + 3.0/2.0 (explicitly use doubles, or double typed variables) 

▸ 5 + 3/2.0 (implicit casting caused by a mixed type expression 

▸ known as promotion 

▸ (double)5 + (double)3/(double)2 

▸ Explicit casting syntax - look in operator table



TEXT

EXPRESSIONS

▸ Expressions are pieces of C++ code that are evaluated to a result 

▸ Often the RHS of an assignment 

▸ x + 1 

▸ sin(x) + 2 

▸ (x || y)



TEXT

ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR

▸ Very commonly used operator, think like equals in math 

▸ Used to assign values to variables 

▸ RHS = use these values and variables to calculate an answer 

▸ LHS = where to put the answer 

▸ Variable can be in LHS and RHS 

▸ uses current value to calculate expression, assigns (updates) back to the variable

variable = expression;
LHS RHS

assignment operator



TEXT

SHORT CUT OPERATORS

▸ Every byte used to matter (when floppy disks were 1.4M) 

▸ Also, programmers are lazy 

▸ x = x + 1; → x++; 

▸ x = x/2; → x/=2; 

▸ x = x*2; → x*=2;



TEXT

THINKING LIKE A C++ COMPILER

▸ Code is executed sequentially 

▸ You can assume each statement is 
executed, and finished before the 
next one starts 

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int x = 10; 

int y; 

y = x/2; 

x = x + y; 

x /= 10; 

}



TEXT

PROGRAMMING CHALLENGE/EXERCISE

▸ How to swap the values of two variables? 

▸ Will this work? 

▸ In class exercise…

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int x = 5, y = 3; 
x=y; // copy y into x  

// now consider swapping 

// the value of 2 variables int 
a = 7; 

b = 9; 
a = b; 
b = a;  

cout << a << “ “ << b << endl; 

}
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More Assignments
• Assigning a variable makes a copy
• Challenge:  Make a copy

int main()
{
int x = 5, y = 3;
x = y;   // copy y into x

// now consider swapping 
// the value of 2 variables
int a = 7, b = 9;
a = b;
b = a;

return 0;
}

3

y

5

x

7

a

9

b

9

a

9

b



TEXT

PROGRAMMING CHALLENGE/EXERCISE

▸ How to swap the values of two variables? 

▸ Swap requires temporary variable 

▸ We’ll come back to swap a few times

#include <iostream> 

int main() 

{ 

int x = 5, y = 3; 
x = y; // copy y into x  

// let's try again 
int a = 7, b = 9, temp;  

temp = a; 
a = b; 
b = temp;  

}
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More Assignments
• Assigning a variable makes a copy
• Challenge:  Make a copy

– Easiest method:  Use a 3rd temporary 
variable to save one value and then replace 
that variable

int main()
{

int x = 5, y = 3;
x = y;   // copy y into x

// let's try again
int a = 7, b = 9, temp;
temp = a;
a = b;
b = temp;

return 0;
}
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y
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x
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a
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b
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a
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7

temp

9

a
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TEXT

USING FUNCTIONS

▸ Functions are pieces of code, like mini-programs 

▸ They have a name and inputs 

▸ Usually produce outputs 

▸ Lots of built-in functions you can use 

▸ We’ll also write lots of functions



TEXT

ANATOMY OF A FUNCTION CALL

double x = pow(y,2);

Function name Function inputs, separated by ,

If the function produces and 
output (“return value”) x will 
hold this value after the function 
completed



TEXT

BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS

▸ There are loads of built-in functions in C++ available with #include <> 

▸ sqrt(x): returns the square root of x (in <cmath>)  

▸ pow(x, y): returns xy, or x to the power y (in <cmath>)  

▸ sin(x): returns the sine of x if x is in radians (in <cmath>)  

▸ abs(x): returns the absolute value of x (in <cstdlib>)  

▸ max(x, y): returns the maximum of x and y (in <algorithm>)  

▸ min(x, y): returns the maximum of x and y (in <algorithm>) 



TEXT

BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS #include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <algorithm> 

using namespace std; 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {  
    // can call functions 
    //  in an assignment 
    double res = cos(0); 
    // can call functions in an 
    // expression 
    res = sqrt(2) + 2.3; 
    // can call them as part of a // output statement 
    cout << max(34, 56) << endl;  
     
    return 0; 
}



TEXT

MORE ON STATEMENTS

▸ Statements are basic building blocks of code 

▸ End with ; 

▸ Made up of 

▸ assignments, arithmetic operators, function calls or a mix 

▸ sin(3.1415); //potential problem here 

▸ x++; 

▸ x = 5 + sin(x) - pow(y,2);



TEXT

IN CLASS EXERCISES

▸ 4swap 

▸ funccall 

▸ hello



TEXT

GETTING DATA INTO OR OUT OF OUR PROGRAMS

▸ C++ gives us an easy way to read from the keyboard and write to the terminal 

▸ #include <iostream> 

▸ using namespace std; 

▸ cin (C standard input) 

▸ Read from the terminal (keyboard) into variables 

▸ cout (C standard output) write formatted (interpreted) data to terminal



TEXT

WHITESPACE

▸ Quick aside: whitespace 

▸ Characters that we don’t “see” 

▸ newline, space, tab 

▸ Comes up a lot over the semester



TEXT

CIN

▸ For now reads from keyboard in your terminal 

▸ skips (ignores) white space 

▸ Use with >> (extraction operator) 

▸ Reads characters and interprets into type of 
the variable on RHS 

▸ Can have more than one >> and variable in 
one statement 

▸ If what you type can’t be interpreted, silently 
“fails”

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {  
    int x; 
    double y; 
    cin >> x; 
    cin >> y; 

    char c; 
    int z; 
    cin >> c >> z; 

    return 0; 
}



TEXT

COUT

▸ Interprets data and writes to terminal 

▸ Uses << (insertion) operator, can have 
more than one per statement; 

▸ Use “endl;” to get a newline;

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {  
    int x = 10; 
    double y = 2.5; 
    cout << “x and y are:”; 
    cout << x << “ “ << y << endl; 

    return 0; 
}

x and y are:10 2.5 



TEXT

IN CLASS EXCERCISES

▸ tacos 

▸ quadratic 

▸ math



TEXT

COMMENTS

/* anything between forward-slash-star and star-forward-slash are comments  

including newlines 

*/ 

or 

// anything after double-forward-slashes is a comment until the next newline



TEXT

PRE AND POST INCREMENT

▸ C++ has shortcut increment and decrement operators ++ -- 

▸ Position relative to variable matters 

▸ x++; ++x 

▸ y = x++ + --z; 

▸ If the operator is before the variable, the variable is incremented (decremented) by 
one *before* the rest of the statement 

▸ If the operator is after the variable, the statement is evaluated, then the variable is 
updated



TEXT

PRE AND POST INCREMENT PRACTICE

▸ x = 3; int y; 

▸ y = x++ + 5; (y = 8, x = 4) 

▸ y = ++x + 5; (y = 9, x = 4) 

▸ y = x— + 5; (y = 8, x = 2)



TEXT

PRE-POST PUZZLE

▸ int x=5, y=7, z; 

▸ z = x++ + 3*—y + 2*x++; 

▸ What is x, y, z?



TEXT
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